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This document reviews the current ball flight laws of golf and discusses an
updated and modern version derived from new insights, made possible by
OptimalStrike technology, into the nature of the strike and its effect on the ball
flight.
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Golf’s Modern Ball Flight Laws
Introduction
In today’s golf instruction, the focus of attention is on the movement of the clubhead and the
clubface during the swing and at the moment of impact. The teaching model developed and
updated by the PGA of America in 1990 provides an overview of the cause-and-effect problems
facing every level of golfer, and encourages the development of methods to eliminate those
problems. To provide a clear understanding of the swing, the teaching model set out three levels of
understanding, 1) Laws 2) Principles, and 3) Preferences.
The recent development of OptimalStrike technology introduces a focus on what is happening to the
ball at impact. It does not re-invent the wheel about golf. An efficient swing remains a prerequisite
for an effective strike. Instead, it helps to deepen our understanding and reveal even more
fundamental insights into how ball flight is produced and controlled.
It is only when these findings are fully considered that exciting opportunities to enhance how we
teach and learn golf start to emerge.
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Ball Flight Laws
The past half century of scientific research into the golf shot has produced literature to help golfers
understand the swing and play the game better. For example, one of the early and most commonly
cited golf references is the book ‘Search for the Perfect Swing’ (1968, Cochran and Stobbs).
Twenty-two years later in 1990, the basis of a teaching model was developed and promoted by the
Professional Golfers’ Association of America. The model established the definitive set of five ‘ball
flight laws’ based on what was known to be happening with the clubhead and the clubface at impact
for Distance and Direction results. These factors were considered at the time to be absolute in
influencing the flight of the ball. The term ‘law’ as applied to the teaching model was defined thus,
‘LAW is a statement or order of relation of phenomena that so far as is known is invariable under
given conditions’.

On a more fundamental level, what was happening to the ball during impact was less well
understood. This was not surprising, considering that the scientists at that time did not have the
powerful computers, radar analytics, and high-speed cameras that today’s scientists benefit from.
The validity of the Ball Flight Laws introduced by the PGA of America has been discussed and
challenged in the intervening years but the laws have remained unchanged since 1990.
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Modern Ball Flight Laws
Twenty-seven years later in 2017, the development of OptimalStrike technology has taken the latest
technical golf research into impact to a new level of understanding. It has mathematically
formulated a foundation of a simpler and more relevant ball flight law model. It considers factors
more directly responsible for ball flight, specifically a strike point on the ball and the magnitude and
direction of the strike force vectors traveling through that point.
This new knowledge has the potential to change the direction of golf instruction from a ‘swing and
club focus’ towards a ‘strike and ball focus’, and to more accurately reflect how the player is able to
create and control the golf shot by establishing a ‘feel’ for, and by focusing on and directing the
forces involved.
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What is different in the Modern Ball Flight Laws is a mathematical acknowledgement of how the
Strike-Point and the 3D Strike Force Vector relates to the resulting launch metrics. This is a major
breakthrough because these relationships are poorly defined in the original PGA of America laws.
We can see from the diagram above that the Spin, Velocity, and Direction parameters of the golf ball
(i.e., Total Spin, Spin Axis, Ball Speed, Vertical Launch Angle, and Horizontal Launch Angle) (plus
environment factors) define the Ball Flight Shape and Result.
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Golf’s Modern Ball Flight Laws
The shift in our attention from swing geometry and club focus to the resultant strike + club force and
ball impact focus can now reveal more about the deliberate, purposeful, and natural, instinctive
actions in play with the golf ball and the resulting golf shot outcome.
The Modern Ball Flight Laws’
Laws model is now more complete than recent efforts to update the ball
flight laws. It does not attempt to require a certain swing model or style. Based on the player’s
strike intent, it triggers a chain of purposeful and natural motions to make the strike happen.
It is impossible to have all golfers swing and present the club in the same way due to differences in
their athleticism, size, training, neuromuscular dexterity, and physical build. Modern golf is all about
embracing individual talent and sharpening it to the highest level. It is not about attempting to
replicate swing and club parameters to maximize ‘smash’ and to optimize club presentation
mechanically according to certain swing geometries. The relentless pursuit of the ‘ideal’ attack
angle, club path, or swing direction numbers may unintentionally cause a technological disruption of
the individual player’s natural learning processes, and form bad habits that may take years to
unlearn.
The current teaching methods of smoothing out the swing and creating the ideal club presentation to
the ball are being done with good intentions to make the golfer better. Unfortunately, they have the
downside of complicating the strike process and making it more difficult, which will inevitably
necessitate a relearning of what is happening at impact. Few golfers have successfully reengineered their swing more than twice.
In summary, recent technological advances are generating a flood of data to help us to get to know
our golf swing better. OptimalStrike feedback completes the ball impact picture, and, with the
benefit of understanding it better, it will allow the swing and the club presentation to the ball to
behave more naturally and instinctively. This is best illustrated in a detailed view of the Modern Ball
Flight Laws (next page).
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In this detailed view, we can see that the five 1990 PGA of America ball flight laws are still present
(as indicated by the black bold underlined text). What is different is a modern integration of factors
and their influences in a cause and effect manner.
During impact, the relationship between the 3D Strike Force Vector and the 3D Club Face Orientation
is a dynamic one. A change in one will influence the other to some degree and may alter the position
of the Strike-Point on the ball depending upon the degree of traction generated between the
clubface and the ball. .
The divergent angles between the 3D Clubface Orientation and the 3D Strike Force Direction vectors
help us understand spin better. The direction the clubhead travels during the swing and at impact is
an important component of the strike force direction and resultant spin rate. However it is not alone,
when the clubhead direction and the direction of the delivered strike forces do not align, an
opportunity is created to learn. For example, a confusing situation may occur when a positive Faceto-Path angle (FTP) causes a negative spin axis result. Most observers will conclude that, as all
strikes rarely happen at the sweet spot of clubface, the inconsistency can be explained by the
presence of ‘Gear Effect’ due to a mishit. Unfortunately this can potentially mask what truly may be
happening.
Gear Effect is not the only influence that can produce a misalignment of the clubhead direction and
the direction of forces imparted by the clubhead on the ball. Another major influence is the Dynamic
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Strike Effect of the player himself in directing the hand path and increasing or reducing the amount
of traction on the ball.
Gear Effect and the Dynamic Strike Effect are totally different mechanisms, however both involve a
tangential force, or a torque, being applied across the surface of the ball. It’s not surprising then,
that the Dynamic Strike Effect may be hidden in the data and be mistaken for Gear Effect.
The Dynamic Strike Effect is channeled by the hub, i.e., the center point where the hands grip the
club, and where the player applies linear forces and torques to the club to influence the ball during
impact, such as by increasing or reducing traction; and ultimately affecting how the ball is being
launched and the amount of spin generated.
The Dynamic Strike Effect is not new, it was utilized very successfully by the golfing greats of the past
and is currently in use by the world’s best golfers of today. Its success is largely predicated on the
shape of the arc of the hand path, or hub path, and the player’s skill and efficiency in executing a
powerful and automatic, passive release and delivery of the clubhead and clubface in the
appropriate orientation for the strike.
The Dynamic Strike Effect should not be confused with any deliberate, conscious manipulation of the
clubface or clubhead by the hands which can further complicate the golf ball strike process, nor
should it be confused with the swing path, which relates to the direction of travel of the clubhead
during the swing. The Dynamic Strike Effect is not an action, is a reaction to the player’s swing style
and the efficiency of his release, and the solidness of the strike on the ball.
These new insights validate the need to consider impact and spin in a more dynamic way and update
the ball flight laws with a better relationship to the measured ball flight metrics of Spin, Velocity, and
Launch Direction. The PGA of America Ball Flight Laws are still valid, and the modern view of the
Strike-Focused Laws brings it all together in a more cohesive manner.
Any errors in the outcome of the shot will be apparent in how the strike was formed and delivered.
The strike then must be the first point of call in diagnosing swing faults. Conventional teaching
methods would try to diagnose the issue through body and club positions and movements. By
putting the strike first, we can understand what is needed of the swing to achieve it, in a more
dynamic and naturally instinctive way, with a better appreciation and ‘feel’ engendered in the hands
for the forces involved.
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Conclusion - The Modern Ball Flight Laws Provide a Complete Strike Vision
In revisiting the 1990 Ball Flight Laws, the five laws are still relevant but they lack definition in a
mathematical way.
The Modern Ball Flight Laws derived from the ‘Strike and Ball Focused’ OptimalStrike mathematical
model, offer the first real evolution of the PGA’s golf ball flight laws by recognizing the dynamism of
the strike itself. They provide a more complete relationship of the resultant swing and club forces to
the impact point on the golf ball, and throughout the duration of impact; and are closely correlated
with discoveries in modern swing theory, specifically in relation to the study of kinetics, which
describes how forces create movement in the swing. For any player of any skill level, the role of the
hands, in moving the hub (the point where the hands grip the club) and understanding how they
apply force to the club and to the ball, is becoming a crucial element in the success of the strike.
It is this element alone, its precision, and the enhanced sense of ‘feel’ associated with it, that
differentiates the great ball-strikers from every other player. It is only when the player possesses the
intuition to realize this truth, that shot making can be transformed from a science into a true art
form.
In setting-up for the shot, we must first program the strike, before the parts of the swing that make
the strike. Let’s be certain of the path the hands must follow to deliver the clubface to the ball, the
strike intent; and have the swing follow to form it. Strike and results oriented teaching is the path to
self-discovery for the golfer, and the increased confidence that will arise from knowing how to strike
the ball in a certain way to achieve the desired result.
Guided by a clearer vision of the simpler Modern Ball Flight Laws,
Laws the golf stroke is naturally and
instinctively performed, with grace, artistry, power and precision.
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APPENDIX: Ball Flight Law Evolution Matrix
Original Ball Flight Laws
1990
Published date
No
Is it mathematically based?
Swing & Club
Focus
No
Recognizes Gear Effects?
No
Recognizes Dynamic Strike Effects?
Yes
Validates Old-School Teachings?
No
Uses Modern Tech/Metrics?
Key measures of emphasis? Visual, Video, player feedback
Ball Flight

Prescribed Set-up Process
Yes
Prescribed Grip Pressures
Grip Pressures, hand action 'Educated', Responsive Hands
Swing Plane
Control of Swing
Target Awareness
Directional Control

Prerequsites - Set-up
Prerequsites - Centeredness of strike

Main Agent for Curvature Control

Skilled hands, expert players?
Initial Error Diagnosis
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New School
early 2000's
Yes, D-Plane Impact Model
Swing & Club
Yes
No
Partly
Yes
Club, Swing Data
Face to Path Angle
Attack Angle
Swing Direction
Prescribed Set-up Process
Yes
Neutral hands

Modern Ball Flight Laws
2017
Yes, D-Curve Impact Model
Strike & Ball
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ball Fight, Ball Launch Data
Strike Intent (defined by strike-point on the ball,
and strike-line (hand path) to deliver clubface to it).

Swing Plane
Target Awareness
D-Plane Swing Geometry

Optimum Hub Path (hand path)
Target Awareness
Strike Intent
Passive, responsive hand/wrist/forearm movements
Visualization, 'feel'.
Strike Intent,
Passive, responsive hand/wrist/forearm movements
Visualization, 'feel'.

Clubface Angle

Swingpath, Clubpath

Yes
Swing

Yes, if neutral hands.
Swing

Set-up responds to Strike Intent
No
'Educated', Responsive Hands
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Yes
Strike
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